65 year old peaceful protester Regan Russell was killed by a transport truck in front of Sofina’s pig slaughterhouse in Burlington, Ontario, Canada on Friday, June 19, 2020. Sofina is a sponsor of Formula 1 driver Nicolas Latifi, Williams F1 team, and an investor in the McLaren group. We would like that in honor of Regan Russell, you take the following measures: We call on all F1 racing teams to reject Sofina blood money.

Regan Russell was a kind, elegant, strong, and courageous person. She was a mentor and always did activism with kindness in her heart. She was one of Canada’s animal activism pioneers and was involved in multiple other movements, including gender equality and racial justice. Activists had petitioned Micahel Latifi for years for a safety agreement but he ignored their requests.

Every day ten thousand pigs are killed by Sofina’s Fearmans. Nicolas Latifi’s car is funded by killing animals and ultimately Russell Regan was killed at a Sofina facility while protesting animal injustice.

www.JusticeForReganRussell.com
REJECT LATIFI’S SOFINA BLOOD MONEY

SOFINA HAS BLOOD ON THEIR HANDS!

- Sofina and Michael Latifi have strong ties to Formula One racing.
- Michael’s son Nicholas Latifi debuts as a driver for Williams this season.
- Sofina Foods and their subsidiary, Lavazza Coffee are sponsors of McLaren, Williams and Nicolas Latifi.
- In 2018 Michael Latifi purchased a 10% interest in the McLaren racing team for £204 million.
- Michael Latifi is also rumoured to be the frontrunner to buy Williams Racing.

REGAN WAS A WIFE, DAUGHTER, A BEST FRIEND, AND WE WILL NOT LET THE CANDLES GO OUT

www.JusticeForReganRussell.com